The Coyote, deer, elk, and moose are all the same color! Brown... Exactly! If green were such a good camo color the pink hedge would have dual listed as green. These are sporting goods store look at the clothing racks. What color are the hunting clothes. If nature tells us the best animal color is brown, then what is the obsession with green camo? The answer is simple. Most camo today is designed to catch the hunter rather than to help catch the quarry. If you want camo that looks good in the store rack or on the town, you're looking in the wrong place. If you want a camo pattern that works in All Seasons and in All Terrain, then you found it! Welcome to the ASAT® Nation! For those of you on the fence we offer you this challenge: If you use ASAT® exclusively for 1 year and do not see more game than you ever have wearing any other brand of camo, we will buy it back guaranteed!

JOIN THE ASAT® NATION

Our #1 selling pack The Coyote, is the Big brother to Rocky Mountain Pack Systems - Ridge Runner Fanny pack. This pack not only hauls your gear it keeps it organized with 3 roomy external pockets measuring 6 x 4.5 x 2. Don't be afraid to load it up, it can handle it! The roomy main compartment measures 16 x 8.5 x 6. Thanks to the fully padded hip & shoulder straps you won't spend your afternoons wishing you had packed lighter. This pack is perfect for 1/2 day hunts, sitting Whitetail and Bear stands, and all around day hunt. Can be quickly connected to our Peak1 Frame if desired for sitting water-holes for Elk, etc. where you may want a frame to pack out meat on the spot. Shoulder straps are removable for this if desired. Cargo straps allow you to add your shirt and for coons, sleeping bag, or other bulky gear to keep it out of your way when not needed.

Coyote Pack
- Size: 1000 Cubic Inches
- Weight: 1.5 lbs
- Fully Padded Hip & Shoulder Straps
- 3 Outside Pockets
- Inner Pockets for bladders/accessories
- Jacket Straps on top

Yukon Pack
- Size: 1925 Cubic Inches
- Weight: 3.0 lbs
- Fully Padded Hip & Shoulder Straps
- External Cargo Straps
- Inner Pockets for bladders/accessories
- Quick Clips to Peak1 Frame

Kodiak Pack
- Size: 2250 Cubic Inches
- Weight: 3.6 lbs
- Fully Padded Hip & Shoulder Straps
- Adjustable Bow or Rifle Carrier
- 8 Gear Compartments
- Removable Outer Accessories Pocket

The Kodiak provides the style you want to venture into the backcountry in style. The Kodiak weighs only 59 oz. With an adjustable bow/rifle carrier, you can get your gear to a remote camp. Has an internal ABS frame for the ability to carry more weight comfortably. Later the Yukon the main compartment is separated into two levels, allowing you to comfortably carry your gear all day comfortably. The Yukon is the only pack with a built-in pocket made specifically for a laser range finder or binoculars that can be reached without taking your pack off. This is our most popular selling day pack.

The Yukon Mid-torso Pack is for the serious hunter who demands the finest quality, comfort and versatility in a day pack. The Yukon has all of the options to provide you with everything you need to be a successful hunter. Its mid-torso design provides the weight to your shoulders and waist, allowing you to comfortably carry your gear all day comfortably. The Yukon is the only pack with a built-in pocket made specifically for a laser range finder or binoculars that can be reached without taking your pack off. This is our most popular selling day pack.
**ELITE SERIES**

**ASAT® Hurtwick Jacket & Pant**
The Hurtwick jacket and pant are perfect for light to mid season hunting. The fabric is a brushed 90% polyester and 10% spandex blend. The TPU membrane is 5000 waterproof. Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

**ASAT® Knarr Pant**
Lightweight. Breathable. Durable. 100% polyester bonded with TPU membrane and polar fleece. This pant is designed to keep you dry as you hike up to the alpine ridges, but also warm on the high peaks as you glass into your favorite bull-filled basin. Spending your evening in the tree stand? No problem. This piece will soon prove to also be a tried and true outer-layer for those mild late evenings waiting for your prized buck. Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

**ASAT® G2 Essential Pant**
The new and improved G2 Essential Pant made with the ultra-quiet microtex material will quickly prove itself not only comfortable and easy to move in, but it will be a favorite in your hunting arsenal for years to come. It features vents in the gusset of the pant to keep you cool in those early fall adventures and remains versatile with cargo pockets on the legs for your hunting accessories. In addition, the lotus nano barrier will assist in keeping you dry by repelling water during those dewy early mornings walking to the stand or sitting through light early season rains. Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

**ASAT® Extreme Layer Vest**
This vest is a great layering piece. It has two large zip pockets to hold everything you need. It also has a drawstring on the inside of the waist. The vest is 100% poly with a soft fleece inside. Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

**ASAT® Ultimate Gloves**
Same great features as the Extreme Base layers, but with both the AG Va-portech™ and Lotus Nano Barriers™ to keep you dry and comfortable even in the harshest conditions. Available in M, L, XXL.

**MERINO WOOL SERIES**

**ASAT® Bedrock Merino Wool Base Layers**
Merino wools body regulating and odor properties give it the perfect garment for base layer comfort and protection. We use the highest quality of merino wool available. Available in S, M, L, XL, XXL.

**ASAT® Extreme Layer Vest**
Lightweight. Breathable. Durable. 100% polyester bonded with TPU membrane and polar fleece. This pant is designed to keep you dry as you hike up to the alpine ridges, but also warm on the high peaks as you glass into your favorite bull-filled basin. Spending your evening in the tree stand? No problem. This piece will soon prove to also be a tried and true outer-layer for those mild late evenings waiting for your prized buck. Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

**Bedrock Bottom**
Bedrock Crew
Bedrock 1/4 zip Hoody
Bedrock Bottom
Bedrock Crew
Bedrock 1/4 zip Hoody

**ASAT® Ultimate Coat**
The ultimate in outer shell technology, featuring our new, Exhale layering system. The exterior polyester fleece is treated with our Lotus Nanobarrier™ to make it soft, silent, water resistant, breathable, and able to repel dirt, stains, and odors. The highly breathable core membrane provides a waterproof, windproof shield against the most extreme conditions, and the inside layer is soft warm and silent to promote limitless freedom of motion. The coat itself has a snap close hood, zippered pockets, and sleeves, and zippered side vents for climate control. All in and flexible active cut for the extreme hunter. Available in M, L, XL, XXL.

**Bedrock Beanie, Balaclava and Neck Gaiter**
Balclava and Neck Gaiter not shown. One size fits all.
ASAT® Vanish Pro 3-D System
An ingenious camouflage one-system, the ASAT® Vanish Pro 3-D suit is designed to fit over scent control garments, rain gear and bulky insulated clothing. The polyester fabric is chain stitched to the mesh - the mesh inner layer is also printed in ASAT® camouflage - for added concealment.

ASAT® 3-D pants sport 22" leg zippers to go easily over boots. The collarless, full-zip jacket has elastic cuffs.

ASAT® 3-D System includes: Jacket, Pants & Headnet. S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

ASAT® 3/4 Facemask
ASAT® 3/4 facemask has built-in sweat bands that really work. It's secured by two elastic bands for easy adjustment and pulls down to your neck when you don't need it.

One size

ASAT® White Camo
Lightweight, bomber-style jacket is ideal for most hunting situations including cold very weather. Made of a tough but soft Poly-cotton blend with elastic cuffs and wristband to keep the cold out. Equipment with a rugged nylon zipper and handy side slash pockets.

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

ASAT® Field Shirt
Sewn from soft cotton fabric, the ASAT Field Shirt is a key piece in any hunter's wardrobe. Tail is extra long to stay tucked in. Long sleeves and a durable button front. Double buttoned on dual chest pockets. Great warm weather hunting, a second layer in colder weather or for a casual night on the town.

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

ASAT® 6-Pocket Pants
Our cotton BDU pants sport a double-layer on the seat, crotch and knees. Two front slash pockets, four extra roomy buttoned large pockets, 34" "tie to length" Adjustable waist allows for layering.

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

ASAT® Ball Caps
Use your head and cover it up with an ASAT® Ball Cap. Comes with the distinctive yellow logos or subdued ASAT® logos or with no logo. All with a standard bill or a short bowhunter bill in a comfortable six-panel design. One size fits all.

ASAT® Insulated Bomber Bibs
ASAT® Cotton blend insulated bibs are unmatched in quality and built to last for many years of rough service. Pull on style with wide legs (no zipper) and ties at the ankle for a custom fit. They feature two "BDU Style" one button pockets half way down each leg, two side slash pockets and a large bib pocket with flap. There are two buttons on each side of the waist for easy on/off and access to inside pockets. Elastic suspenders are easily adjusted in front.

S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

ASAT® Insulated Bomber Bibs

ASAT® Lightweight Cotton Gloves
These lightweight gloves are made with cotton jersey backs, knit cuffs and sure-grip microdot fingers and palms. One size

ASAT® Cotton Blend Insulated Bibs
Sewn from soft cotton fabric, the ASAT Field Shirt is a key piece in any hunter's wardrobe. Tail is extra long to stay tucked in. Long sleeves and a durable button front. Double buttoned on dual chest pockets. Great warm weather hunting, a second layer in colder weather or for a casual night on the town.

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

ASAT® Lightweight Cotton Gloves
These lightweight gloves are made with cotton jersey backs, knit cuffs and sure-grip microdot fingers and palms. One size

ASAT® Classic Boonie
This is your classic cotton boonie decked out in ASAT® camo. Adjustable layered. L, XL.

ASAT® Classic Boonie

ASAT® Lightweight Cotton Gloves
These lightweight gloves are made with cotton jersey backs, knit cuffs and sure-grip microdot fingers and palms. One size

ASAT® Classic Boonie
This is your classic cotton boonie decked out in ASAT® camo. Adjustable layered. L, XL.

ASAT® Classic Boonie

ASAT® Lightweight Cotton Gloves
These lightweight gloves are made with cotton jersey backs, knit cuffs and sure-grip microdot fingers and palms. One size

ASAT® Classic Boonie
This is your classic cotton boonie decked out in ASAT® camo. Adjustable layered. L, XL.

ASAT® Lightweight Cotton Gloves
These lightweight gloves are made with cotton jersey backs, knit cuffs and sure-grip microdot fingers and palms. One size
**ASAT® Packable Jacket & Pant**

This is a two piece set of a pullover jacket and pants. It is a light weight packable set. They come in their own individual bags, for easy storage. The jacket is a pullover style, with a quarter zip front. It is cut longer in the back to help keep you covered when sitting or bending. The cuff has velcro for a tight closing around your wrist. The pants are an elastic waist with zippers at the ankles. S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL.

**ASAT® Youth Insulated Bomber Jacket**

This jacket is packed with the same great features as our adult insulated bomber jacket. Small-4-6, Medium-8-10, Large-12-14, XLarge-16-18.

**ASAT® BDU Pant**

This pant is packed with the same great features as our adult 6 pocket cotton pant. Small-4-6, Medium-8-10, Large-12-14, XLarge-16-18.

**ASAT® Classic Youth Boonie**

Join Rob Smollack of ASAT Camouflage and his pro-staff as they travel across North America in search of the most exciting fair chase hunting adventures imaginable. From the Colorado Rockies, where bugling elk are abundant, to the open grassland country of Alberta, where giant mule deer roam, this DVD has it all. With 14 hunts for elk, black bear, mule deer, and whitetail, this DVD has something for everyone. If you are a hunter that craves in your face action then this is one DVD you cannot live without!

**ASAT® Handkerchief**

When you need a handkerchief in the field don’t pull out a white one. Stay camouflaged and stay safe with this ASAT® camo handkerchief.

**ASAT® 3/4 Bandanna**

With a full 28 square inches of soft, absorbent cotton, this bandanna can be used as a dew rag, a face mask or whatever else you can think of.

**ASAT® Arrow Wraps**

Each arrow wrap pack contains a dozen wraps made from 3M 2mil pressure sensitive vinyl for easy application. 1.25” x 7”.

**ASAT® Reaper Blind**

Our new blind utilizes a leading edge hub system that allows the unit to be set up or taken down in about 30 seconds. Shoot-through windows eliminate the hassle of opening a window when game is in range. The “Reaper” has a footprint of 58” square, and 78” in height, allowing bowhunters to shoot from a standing position. The water resistant fabric keeps you out of the wind and rain. Weight 16lbs.

**ASAT® Dew Rag**

Do what you love to do in style. Lightweight cotton, double sweat band and very cool. One size fits all.

**ASAT® License Plate**

With a full 28 square inches of soft, absorbent cotton, this bandanna can be used as a dew rag, a face mask or whatever else you can think of.